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Well the barman say last rounds and he wipes the table
And he looks over my shoulder, he's looking at
someone else
And I see my reflection, it doesn't look like me
And I feel old and I'm getting older
I get in my car and I turn on the radio
They say they play the hits
But these aint the songs I know
I hit the ignition and the engine doesn't jump to life
I think about leaving and I anit feeling right
Me and Elvis
We used to be like... drive that Cadillac around in
Tennessee
I wanna go to Memphis, I wanna play guitar in Las
Vegas
There aint no stopping us baby
Elvis and Me
Well I get home and my body's burning
And I turn on the TV and I see the world is still turning
But I'm never happy, she's never smiling
We are playing with fire and we're not learning
I got my promises but I aint keeping them
I got a big bed at home and there's someone else
sleeping in
Don't wanna walk anymore, can't stop running
I got nowhere to go I got no destination
Me and Elvis
We used to be like... drive that Cadillac around in
Tennessee
I wanna go to Memphis, I wanna play guitar in Las
Vegas
There aint no stopping us baby
Elvis and Me
Well I pay for the coffee but she hasn't touched a drop
I become just a little invisible and she fixes her make
up
I'm gonna get in my car and if it goes I'm gonna go
somewhere else
She looks me in the eyes and says man U wanna get
away from here
I wanna make you mine, really I wanna disappear
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I wanna get in my car and if it goes I'll be rolling down
the road
I'll go somewhere...
Me and Elvis
We used to be like... drive that Cadillac around in
Tennessee
I wanna go to Memphis, I wanna play guitar in Las
Vegas
There aint no stopping us baby
Elvis and Me
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